AGENDA
2-3 December 2021
Virtual Roundtable

3rd D4SME Roundtable: SME

Digitalisation to build back
better

The “Digital for SMEs” Global Initiative (D4SME) is a multi-stakeholder dialogue
engaging governments, large and small businesses, industry experts and associations
on how to enable all SMEs to seize the benefits of digitalisation. This initiative is
promoted by the Centre for Entrepreneurship, SMEs, Regions and Cities of the OECD.
■ What is the issue?
The COVID-19 crisis has stressed the need to accelerate SME digitalisation, to weather the storm in the short run,
increase resilience in the longer term and “build back better”. However, the pre-COVID challenges related to digital
(non) adoption by SMEs remain. Despite the significant benefits on offer, smaller businesses continue to lag in the
digital transformation. At the firm level, digital gaps are strongly associated with gaps in productivity, scaling up,
innovation and growth.
In 2020-21, OECD governments have launched important public programmes and ‘rescue packages’ to help SMEs adapt
to the contactless economy triggered by COVID-19 restrictions, as well as ‘recovery packages’ and structural reforms
to support them increase resilience and transition to the more digitalised economy of the future, thus contributing to
a more inclusive recovery. Business associations and private sector companies that are active in the digital space also
play an important role in this transition, such as through direct support, tailored services and trainings and learning
opportunities for SMEs to enhance their digital skill set.
How can policy makers, large firms, business associations, industry experts and the SMEs themselves work together to
enable the broad range of SMEs to benefit from this accelerated digitalisation? What are the priority areas for action to
ensure that SMEs emerge from the pandemic more resilient, sustainable and efficient?

■ About the Virtual Roundtable
The 3rd Roundtable of the OECD Global Initiative on “Digital for SMEs” (D4SME) aims to discuss SME digitalisation to
build back better. It intends to:
 Promote knowledge sharing and learning among policy-makers, businesses, researchers and institutions at the
global scale on the role of public and private initiatives to support SME digitalisation in response to the COVID19 global pandemic and to deal with its aftermath;
 Enhance understanding on how different types of SMEs can seize the benefits of digitalisation to innovate,
improve competitiveness, and participate in global markets and Global Value Chains.
The virtual meeting will gather representatives from governments, regulators, business, SME associations, incubators
and international organisations. Participants will be encouraged to discuss opportunities and challenges related to
digitalisation and SMEs to build back better in three sessions. Each session will feature an OECD government and a small
or medium-sized enterprise showcasing their digitalisation experience, followed by an open discussion. At the end of
the Roundtable, the OECD Secretariat will present the recent and upcoming activities of the D4SME Initiative, under its
Programme of Work 2021-22, inviting feedback from participants.
At the Roundtable the first D4SME policy paper on “SME digitalisation to build back better” will be launched. The paper
has been prepared by the OECD Secretariat, in cooperation with the OECD governments and private sector partners of
the D4SME Global Initiative and it builds upon OECD analysis and the knowledge sharing and networking activities
conducted within the initiative since its debut. The work was presented for comments at the 1 st Session of the OECD
Committee on SMEs and Entrepreneurship (CSMEE) in October 2021. The paper illustrates recent trends in the digital
transformation of SMEs, discusses main aspects of SME digitalisation in response to the COVID-19 crisis, describes SME
digitalisation priorities and measures in recovery packages, and illustrates selected private sector initiatives to foster
SME digital uptake.
For more information, visit our website: oe.cd/D4SME | Join the conversation on Twitter

@OECD_local #D4SME
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Chair of the D4SME:
Minister Hon Stuart Nash, Minister for Economic and Regional Development, Forestry, Small Business and Tourism, New Zealand,
and Chair of the OECD Digital for SMEs initiative

Day 1, 2 December 2021 | Virtual Roundtable
8:30 – 9:00

Registration & technical checks

Short introduction
of the ceremony

Ms Lamia Kamal-Chaoui
Director, OECD Centre for Entrepreneurship, SMEs, Regions and Cities

9:00 – 10:30

High Level Opening

Welcoming of the
D4SME network

Welcome remarks by the Chair Minister Hon Stuart Nash of New Zealand
Minister for Economic and Regional Development, Forestry, Small Business and Tourism, and
Chair of the OECD Digital for SMEs initiative
Remarks by Mr Yoshiki Takeuchi
OECD Deputy Secretary-General

Priorities to build
back better: policy
perspective

Minister Robert Troy of Ireland
Minister of State for Trade Promotion, Digital and Company Regulation, Ireland, and co-Chair of
the OECD Digital for SMEs Initiative
Vice-Minister Sung-cheon Kang of Korea
Ministry of SMEs and Startups, Korea, and co-Chair of the OECD Digital for SMEs Initiative

Priorities to build
back better: a
dialogue with SME
representatives

Moderated panel session
Representatives from the business sector will discuss how SME digitalisation can help achieve a
resilient, sustainable and inclusive post-pandemic recovery and the main criticalities that need to
be overcome. They will highlight what they consider as policy priorities to achieve these goals,
including in the framework of recovery plans, and raise points and questions for policy makers
and the other members of the D4SME community to reflect on over the following two days.





Mr Sebastiano Toffaletti, Secretary General, European DIGITAL SME Alliance
Ms Anna Curzon, Convenor of the MSME Digitalisation Task Force, APEC Business
Advisory Council (ABAC)
Mr Andrew Wilson, Head of Policy department, International Chamber of Commerce
Mr Alban Maggiar, President, SMEunited
Ms Hanni Rosenbaum, Executive Director, Business at OECD

10.30 - 10.45

Session Changeover & Polls

10:45 – 12:00

Session I: How can SMEs up-skill for the data economy?

Chair

Minister Hon Stuart Nash
Minister for Economic and Regional Development, Forestry, Small Business and Tourism, New
Zealand, and Chair of the OECD Digital for SMEs initiative

What is the issue?

The COVID-19 pandemic exposed the lack of digital readiness in many SMEs and the urgency to
address longstanding size-related challenges. In this context, targeted actions are needed to help
SMEs up-skill or re-skill, both to improve their basic digital literacy but also to increase their level
of advanced digital skills. SMEs face particular challenges in reaping the benefits of increasingly
data-driven economies, often struggling to turn data into economic value and capitalise on
internal and external data to grow their business. This session will discuss how SMEs can
strengthen their digital, organisational and managerial skills to succeed in the data economy and
examine the role of key knowledge providers in their ecosystem in this regard, including
technology and service providers, the public sector and Higher Education institutions.




Spotlight Country

What skills are needed to strengthen the access, protection and use of data in SMEs?
What policies are needed to improve access, protection and management of data in
SMEs?
How can the public and the private sector, including digital SMEs, professionals, large
technology providers and business associations, cooperate to help SMEs re-skill and upskill?

Mr Jyri Arponen
Project Director of Fair Data Economy, The Finnish Innovation Fund Sitra. (Finland)

Spotlight SME

Mr Patrick Slavenburg
Founder, Smartified (Netherlands) (European DIGITAL SME Alliance)

Open Discussion

All participants

12:00

Closing of day 1

Day 2, 3 December 2021 | Virtual Roundtable
9:00 – 9:05

Welcome Back & Introduction

Welcome Back to
Day 2

Mnister Hon Stuart Nash
Minister for Economic and Regional Development, Forestry, Small Business and Tourism, New
Zealand, and Chair of the OECD Digital for SMEs initiative

9:05 – 10:20

Session II: Accelerating SME participation in the Industry 4.0 revolution

Chair

Minister Robert Troy
Minister of State for Trade Promotion, Digital and Company Regulation, Ireland, and co-Chair of
the OECD Digital for SMEs Initiative

What is the issue?

Factories and supply chains are increasingly interconnected through advanced networking and
computing technologies. Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) software, factory energy
management systems but also advanced technologies such as Internet of Things (IoT), robotics,
3D Printing, Artificial Intelligence (AI), Augmented and Virtual Reality (AR/VR) are transforming
manufacturing processes. SMEs’ transition to Industry 4.0 is essential for their positioning in
supply chains and for the competitiveness of industries across countries and regions. However,
SME transition to “Smart Factories” present challenges, particularly for those businesses that
were not born digital. This Session will explore the opportunities and barriers to SMEs’
participation in the Industry 4.0 revolution, and how governments, large manufacturers and
digital service providers can support SMEs’ transition.




What are the key technologies that make a factory “Smart”?
What is needed for manufacturing SMEs to access advanced digital technologies and
transform their processes?
How can the manufacturing ecosystem contribute to the SME digitalisation shift?

Spotlight Country

Mr Paolo Carnazza
Economist, Ministry of Economic Development (Italy)

Spotlight SME

Mr Kjell A. Bengtsson
Vice President, JONTE (Norway)

Open Discussion

All participants

10:20 – 10:35

Session Changeover & Polls

10:35 – 11:50

Session III: Realising the potential of e-commerce for SMEs: online payments,
digital accounting and fintech solutions

Chair

Minister Hon Stuart Nash
Minister for Economic and Regional Development, Forestry, Small Business and Tourism, New
Zealand, and Chair of the OECD Digital for SMEs initiative

What is the issue?

SMEs significantly increased their online presence in response to the COVID-19 containment
measures. Those who engaged in e-commerce reported a higher level of revenue throughout the
pandemic, compared to those with lower rate of digital sales. The session will explore how the

use of online payments, digital accounting and other fintech solutions can help to ensure that the
increase trend in SMEs selling online is here to stay and that SMEs reaps the full benefits of ecommerce.

In a post-pandemic landscape, what does e-commerce look like for SMEs? Will the
increased engagement with selling online continue?

How can SMEs reap the full benefits of selling online?

How can policy facilitate SMEs use of online payments and other fintech solutions?

Spotlight Country

Mr Even Holley
Director, Policy, Analysis & International Unit, Small and Family Business Branch, Market Groups,
Treasury (Australia)

Spotlight SME

Ms Yarden Gavrieli
Owner & Designer, Aquabell Bikini (Israel)

Open Discussion

All particiapnts

11.50 - 11.55

Session Changeover & Polls

11:55 - 12:10

Launch of the D4SME Policy Paper “SME Digitalisation to Build Back Better”

Chair

Minister Hon Stuart Nash
Minister for Economic and Regional Development, Forestry, Small Business and Tourism, New
Zealand, and Chair of the OECD Digital for SMEs initiative
Video presentation of the paper

Presentation of the
paper

12:10 - 12:30

Mr Martin Godel
Head of SME Policy, State Secretariat for Economic Affairs Switzerland and Chair of the OECD
Committee on SMEs and Entrepreneurship
Closing session and vision for the year ahead
Minister Hon Stuart Nash
Minister for Economic and Regional Development, Forestry, Small Business and Tourism, New
Zealand, and Chair of the OECD Digital for SMEs initiative

D4SME key activities
and future priorities

Ms Céline Kauffmann
Head of the Entrepreneurship, SMEs and Tourism Division, OECD Centre for Entrepreneurship,
SMEs, Regions and Cities
Mr Patrik Kovacs
Chair of the SME and Entrepreneurship Committee, Business at OECD
Ambassador Ko
Permanent Representative of Korea to the OECD

Contact
Marco BIANCHINI, Economist and Coordinator of the D4SME Global Initiative | Marco.BIANCHINI@oecd.org
OECD Centre for Entrepreneurship, SMEs, Regions and Cities

